
Let me be Zero
by Chris von Lersner

Sometimes we come across big thoughts 
That serve, like psychic sweets, 
To render irresistible 
A mind's ambrosial treats. 

Though we can't know if Euclid meant 
The Elements he penned 
To be received as heaven sent, 
We're called to comprehend. 

I'm thrall to logic so refined: 
My intellect is captive 
To definitions so divine 
They're psychically refractive. 

"A Point is that which has no parts." 
"A Line is breadthless length." 
These formulations stir my heart – 
And therein lies their strength. 

So much of what our schools convey 
To young, receptive minds 
Is packaged for delivery 
But leaves the soul behind. 

We carve it out. We pare it down. 
We shape it for transmission. 
Today they'll learn: The Verb, The Noun – 
Such naïve superstition! 

We fool ourselves with myths that 
Cloak beliefs which we should spurn: 
We cannot truly think that what 
We teach is what they learn? 

Though some may swallow all the facts,     
Regurgitate them whole, 
The rest remain unspoken to – 
The process takes a toll. 

Instructional efficiency: 
They say it leaves no gaps. 
But what we gain in coverage
We lose in passions tapped. 

While I begrudge that paradigm 
(I think we should upend it), 
Pervasive practice will endure 
And many still defend it.
 
I haven’t prayed to higher pow’rs 
In two score years and ten, 
But factory model schooling's brought me 
To my knees again. 

Well-meaning or nefarious 
(It hardly matters why) 
These forces sap the life from schools 
And suck the teachers dry. 

All earnest parents seeking truth 
Are given to believe 
That, if met conscientiously, 
Their children ought receive 

Precisely the instruction that 
Will set them on the path 
Of life success: they’ll be complete 
(In Language Arts and Math). 

By contrast, children need for us 
A simple fact to face: 
They don’t need us to tell our truths, 
But rather hold a space 

For THEIR construction to occur 
In its own way and time – 
For them to render their own truths 
Through processes sublime. 

And so, if you are list'ning to 
My supplication now, 
There’s only one request I have 
As here my head I bow: 

I urgently beseech that I 
Might make myself a Naught – 
That I would be a teacher 
Who is not with program fraught. 

I want to be a place holder: 
A fat, round, noble Null. 
I want to hold that space until 
THEIR process makes it full. 

Let ME feel urgency for nothing 
They don't want to be, 
Nor resolutely demonstrate 
What they don't want to see.

Let me be anxious for no product 
They seek not to make. 
Let me be eager for no work 
They don't initiate. 

I know that ones are adding up 
In columns near to me; 
Let me not push to show the sums 
They give unreadily. 

Let me instead encircle them 
With gratitude each day 
Adore them for their differences, 
Without which all is gray. 

I want to be a zero – a 
Productive space, a womb. 
Wherein gestation can take place 
And genesis find room. 

Let me be zero – it’s not nothing: 
Through its power it lets 
Us contemplate the infinite and 
Amortize our debts. 

Let me be zero. I'll defend 
The path of every child. 
I’ll shield all their ungainly growth – 
The timid … and the wild. 

Let me be zero. I'll enshrine 
Development as Art. 
I'll grant artistic license to 
Each growing child – each heart. 

Let me be zero. I’ll hold space  
For all the things that count: 
Ineffables that tip the scales 
In unreckoned amounts. 

For me, the teacher’s hardest job’s 
From teaching to refrain: 
Unless the young construct themselves
Our efforts are in vain.

So come a day the captain says 
My work must be assessed
Please score me as a naught
If I’m contributing my best. 

Let me be zero. 
It’s the least I can do.
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